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How to Cheat in 3ds Max 2011: Get Spectacular Results FastFocal Press, 2010

	THE TECHNIQUES DESCRIBED in this book assume a basic
	grasp of 3ds Max. But with so many options to choose
	from, it’s easy to get lost in all the tools, buttons, and
	menus.


	Not all features are created equal. This chapter goes over
	the fundamentals of 3ds Max with an eye toward the
	most important tools and how you...
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WebGL Game DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2014

	WebGL is the standard for rendering 3D graphics in a browser using JavaScript. This book will teach you to exploit the full potential of WebGL in game development by rendering complex 3D objects. The essential tutorial.


	Overview

	
		Load and render complex 3D objects in WebGL using JavaScript
	...
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Beginning C++ ProgrammingPackt Publishing, 2017

	
		Key Features

		
			This book gets you started with the exciting world of C++ programming
	
			It will enable you to write C++ code that uses the standard library, has a level of object orientation, and uses memory in a safe and effective way
	
			It forms the basis of programming and covers...
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MEL Scripting for Maya Animators, Second Edition (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Computer Graphics)Morgan Kaufmann, 2005
Trying to learn Maya programming from the documentation can be daunting whether or not you are a programmer. The first edition of MEL Scripting for Maya Animators earned the reputation as the best introductory book on MEL, Mayas scripting language. Now fully revised and updated, the second edition also includes new features, such as a...
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3D Game Development with Microsoft Silverlight 3: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2009
Microsoft Silverlight is a programmable web browser plug-in that enables the animation, vector graphics, and audio-video playback features that characterize Rich Internet Applications. Silverlight is a great (and growing) RIA platform and games are the next level to exploit in it. But it doesn't offer 3D capabilities out of the box and integrating...
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AppleScript Studio Programming for the Absolute BeginnerCourse Technology PTR, 2006

	Welcome to AppleScript Studio Programming for the Absolute Beginner. Apple-Script Studio is a collection of tools that work together to create a powerful application development environment that supports the development of native Mac OS X applications. AppleScript Studio supports the creation of graphical desktop applications using the...
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Making Musical Apps: Real-time audio synthesis on Android and iOSO'Reilly, 2012

	Pure Data (Pd) is a programming language for digital audio and more. Written by Miller Puckette in the 1990s and under active development ever since, Pd has established itself as one of the leading open-source packages for computer music, and it remains largely interoperable with its commercial cousin, Max/MSP. A Pd program,...
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Hello Raspberry Pi!: Python programming for kids and other beginnersManning Publications, 2016

	
		Summary

	
		A fun and imaginative way for kids and other beginners to take their first steps programming on a Raspberry Pi.

	
		Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications.

	
		About the Technology

	
		The Raspberry Pi is...
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Torque 3D Game Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Over 80 practical recipes and hidden gems for getting the most out of the Torque 3D game engine


	Overview

	
		Clear step-by-step instruction and practical examples to advance your understanding of Torque 3D and all of its sub-systems.
	
		Explore essential topics such as graphics, sound, networking...
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Practical Game Design: Learn the art of game design through applicable skills and cutting-edge insightsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Design accessible and creative games across genres, platforms, and development realities

	
		Key Features

		
			Implement the skills and techniques required to work in a professional studio
	
			Ace the core principles and processes of level design, world building, and storytelling

...
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Game Theory and Economic Analysis (Routledge Advances in Game Theory)Routledge, 2003
This book presents the huge variety of current contributions of game theory to economics. The impressive contributions fall broadly into two categories. Some lay out in a jargon free manner a particular branch of the theory, the evolution of one of its concepts, or a problem, that runs through its development. Others are original pieces of work...
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Upgrading & Fixing Laptops For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2005
Keep your laptop on top of its game!
Find out how to care for your laptop, what can go wrong, and what you can fix      

A laptop is much more than a PC that shrank. It has unique needs, and this book shows you how to meet them. You'll discover how to diagnose and fix common problems, replace parts, add external upgrades, and develop...
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